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Abstract-using the solutions of a suitable inequality, we shall discuss the asymptotic properties 
of the solutions of a generalized Emden-Fowler difference equation. In the absence of specified con- 
stant sign solutions of certain inequalities, oscillatory behavior of all solution& of this equation are 
also deduced. 
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In several recent papers (see e.g., [l-7]), oscillatory behavior of solutions of difference equations 
and inequalities have been investigated. In this paper, we shall study this property for the 
solutions of the equation 
A2yn + kp;_,. (yn-sJgn = 0, n=7,7+1,..., (E) 
i=l 
where q : NT -+ lR+ is a sequence of quotients of odd positive integers, pi : N,_,, -+ lR!+, 
i := l,..., t, CT = maxl<i<t{si}, si are fixed nonnegative integers, t E N,. Some results for -- 
suitable difference inequalities will also be presented. 
Equation (E) is a discrete analogue of a generalized Emden-Fowler differential equation with 
retarded arguments. Equations of type (E) with constant power qn s q (constant), t = 1, s1 = -1 
were exhaustively considered in [2]. S ome of the results contained therein were generalized in [7]. 
Sufficient conditions for oscillation of a first order difference equation with delay were studied 
in [3] (see also [5]). A very good source both for results and literature of the problem is the recent 
monograph of Agarwal [8]. 
In this paper, we shall use the following notion: R, lR+, N, N, for the sets of reals, nonnegative 
reals, nonnegative integers, and integers not less than m. For any function z : N --) JR, the 
forward difference operator A is defined by the equality Ax, = x,+1 - x,, n E N, and for 
k 2 1 : Akxn = A(A”-‘CC,), n E N. Furthermore, we suppose 
k-m 
c Xj I= 0, for any k,m E N, m 2 1. 
j=k 
We call the function x : N -+ R. oscillatory, if there exists a infinite, increasing sequence {nr}~C1 of 
positive integers such that xcnpznp+l 5 0 for all r 2 1, T E N. By a solution (ordinary solution), 
generalized NV solution, generalized solution of (E), we mean real sequence y := {y,,}~&, 
satisfying (E): for all n E NT, for all n E NV for all sufficiently large argument without specification 
of the initial value for which the equation is satisfied, respectively. 
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We start our investigations with a useful lemma, given here without proof, which is very simple. 
LEMMA 1. Let pi : NT+, + iR+ and for every m E N, there is supnlm &pi > 0. If 
{x,},,,_, is a solution of the inequality - 
A2x, + &;+ (z,-si)“’ 2 0, n E Nr, (II) 
i=l 
such that 
x7x > 0, 
for all n 2 v and some u E NT_,, then Axe, > 0 for all n 1 u + o. 
REMARK 1. Similar result holds for the reversed inequality 
(1) 
A2xn + 2 P,_,. (x,-,,)~- 2 0, n E N,. (12) 
i=l 
THEOREM 1. Let pi : N,_,i -+ W+ be such that SUP+~ ~~=rp~ > 0 for every m E NT. If 
{x,},+~_~ is a solution of the inequality (11) such tha; (1) holds, then equation (E) has the 
generalized NV solution y, (p := v + o) such that 
O<YnIXn, 
0 < Ayn 5 Axn, 
lim Ayn = 0, 
71-03 
2 Pi_& (Yj--si)q3 
j=ll 
nE NV, 
ne N,, 
converges for all i = 1, . . . , t. 
(29 
(2ii) 
(2iii) 
(2iv) 
PROOF. By Lemma 1, we get 
Ax, > 0, for n 2 p. 
Let us take some m,n E N,, m 2 n. Then, from (Il), we obtain 
(3) 
Axm,, - Axn + F +,p;_,. (xj-s,)‘j I o. 
Hence, by (3), we obtain 
F&j_,, (~+-,i)~’ < Ax,, 
j=, i=l 
from this, we get 
F i-,p;_,, (~+,~)‘j I Ax,, 
j=, ix1 
for n E NP. (4) 
Let us consider the set S of the sequences {u~}~,~__~, such that - 
%z = x7&, for n=r--o,...,p 
% 2 0, for n > n 
Au, 5 Axn, for n 1 ,Q. 
(5) 
For any u E S, we have 
un I x,, for n E N7_-6. (6) 
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By (5) and (6), we get from (4) 
n-lm t n-l m 
k=p j=k kl k=p j=k 
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(7) 
L 2, -x/.&7 for n E NP. 
On the set S, we define an operator T by the formula Tu = z = {z~},,,_,, where 
{ 
2, = xn, for n=r--,...,p 
n-l co t 
zn = xp + k~~j~k~~lP;-8i C”j-siJqi ) for n > ~1. 
(8) 
It can be observed that by (7), the operator T is well defined on S. Furthermore, 
and 
So T : S 4 S. Now let u = {u~},+~_~, w = {v,},,~_~ be any two elements of S. We shall say - - 
u<vif 
un _< vn and Au, I Au,, n E NT_,. 
One can check that operator T is monotonic on S, i.e., if u, v E S, u < v, then Tu < TV. Let us 
consider the sequence { ~“}~e,, of elements of the set S defined as follows: 
y” = 1%) r+i =T r n>r-u : y Y, for T 2 0. 
We shall prove that y1 < y”. By (8), we get y: = y:, n = r - 0,. . . ,p and hence, Ay: = Ayz, 
72=7-c ,“., p - 1. Furthermore, by (4) 
Ay: = y, +J~;-,, (yjo_.Jqi 
j=n i=l 
= 2 $P;_$~ (xj_si)” 5 AX:, = Ayz = AYE, for n 2 CL; 
j=n i=l 
from this, it follows y: < yz for n > p. Hence, we get y1 < y”. Since y1 E S and T is monotonic 
on S, we have y2 = Ty’ < Ty o - y I. Following this way, we obtain yi+i < yli for all i E N. For 
arbitrary n E NT_,, the sequence {y~}TEN is nonincreasing and bounded from below by x, for 
12=7-u ,..., p and by xP for n > p. So there exist finite limits 
yn = lim yk, 
r-00 
for every n E N,_,. 
Hence, by (8), we have 
n-100 t 
= x/A +&him_ c y xp;_,* (y;_s,)qi , 
k=p j=k i=l 
n > p. 
From the above, taking into account that ycl = xP, we get 
*yn = JL~~F~P;_,~ (yj’_,,)q3 , for n 2 p, 
j=ni=l 
(9) 
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and consequently, 
= lim 
T-M [- ~PL.(YL*,‘] = - kPa-,, (Yn-s,)qn7 
i=l i=l 
for n 2 p , so the sequence {1~,}~,~_~ is any generalized Np solution of (E). Since for every 
r E N and n > p, there is 0 < xfi 2 yi 5 xn, then 0 < X~ 5 yn 5 x, for n 2 I_L. Furthermore, 
0 < x, = y; = yn for n = V, u + 1,. . . , p, and hence, 
0 < Yn I %, for all n E NV, 
that is, (2i) holds. By (4), (9), and 0 < yk I x,, we get 
(10) 
n E Np. (11) 
This means that the sequence {yn}nEN is nondecreasing at least for n > p. Applying just 
proved condition (2i), we obtain from (E) A2yn 5 0 for n > CL, so the sequence {Ayn},>, is 
nondecreasing and by (11) nonnegative, furthermore, by SUP~>~ cf=, pk > 0. This sequence 
contains some strictly decreasing subsequence so Ayn > 0 for-n E Np. Moreover, by (4) the 
series CyT”=, cf=, pi__,% (xj-S,) 43 is convergent, therefore, by (ll), we get (2iii). Also, by (lo), we 
obtain 
Hence, the condition (2iv) is valid. I 
REMARK 2. Similar results for the inequality (12) can be expressed as follows: let pi : Nr_s, 
-+ Iw+ be such that supnbm xi=, pi > 0 for every m 
inequality (12), such that 71) holds, then equation (E) 
v + o), such that 
0 > yn 2 xn, n E NV, 
0 > AY, 2 AG, ne NP, 
E N,.. If {x~}~~~_, is a solution of the 
has the generalized Np solution y, (cl := 
lim Ayn = 0, and 
TZ-M 
Fp;_., (YesJ4j convergesforall i=l,...,t. 
j=cL 
REMARK 3. Relation (2iv) describes the fact that the solution of (E) is q summable with weight 
functions pi. 
REMARK 4. To get similar results for an ordinary solution, we should have in the assumption (1) 
v = T. The problem is can we extend a generalized solution up to n = 7, or in other words, does 
there exist an ordinary solution of (E) which coincides for n 2 v with the generalized solution 
obtained in Theorem l? Consider the case (T > 0. Let I := {i E (1,. . . , t} : si = a}. Rewrite 
equation (E) in the form 
~P;-,,(Y,-,)“~~ = -A2yn - e pk_,, (Yn--si)qn. 
iEI i=l.iEl 
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From this, if CiEIp& # 0, we obtain 
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1 + i=$E,PLi (Yn-s,)qn 1 ’ I 
u4.n 
A2Yn
Yn--(T = - 
%g PLO / . 
(12) 
Notice that all arguments of the terms of the sequence y which are on the right hand side of (12) 
are greater then n - CJ. Therefore, if we have any generalized Nk solution w that is the sequence 
{w~},Q~_, which fulfills (E) f or n 2 k, and for all n = T - 0,. . . , k - u - 1 there is Ciel pi # 0, 
we can find (at first putting n = k - 1 and yi = oi for i > k - 1 in formula (12)) the term ~)k-,,__I 
and next, following this way, step by step any ordinary solution of (E) which coincides with the 
given one for n >_ k - CT. If 0 = 0, then equation (E) can be rewritten in the form 
t 
Yn + YF CP; = -yn+2 + 2yn+1. 
i=l 
Now, we can proceed in a similar way provided the equation 
z + P--1 f-p;_1 = -vk+l + 2vk, n<k 
i=l 
has solutions. If this procedure can be repeated up to n = T - CT, we obtain an ordinary solution 
of (E). 
THEOREM 2. Let pi : NT+, + JR+ be such that one of the following conditions hold 
t 
lim sup C pk > 0, 
7L’cc 
i=l 
(13i) 
t 
there exist K E N and Q! > 0, such that n c p& 2 a, for all n E N7, 
i=l 
there exists positive, increasing sequence {cp,}, such that J$W (Pi = 00, 
(13ii) 
for m E N,. (13iii) 
Let q : NT -+ JR+ be a bounded from above sequence of quotients of odd positive integers. Then, 
inequality (11) does not possess any solution which is eventually positive. 
PROOF. Suppose contrarily that the inequality (11) possesses a solution 2 which is eventually 
positive, say xn > 0 for all n 2 Y and some u E N7--o. Since the assumptions of Theorem 1 are 
satisfied, equation (E) possesses a positive generalized NP solution {~~ln)~l~(p := v + g) with the 
properties 
Ayn -+ 0, a.sn-+m, AY, > 0, for n 2 CL. (14) 
Since the sequence y is increasing for n 2 CL, yn_+; 2 Y+_~ for n > < := p + u. Hence, we obtain 
cAMJA 28: i-3-s 
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From this, by (E) the sequence y satisfies the inequality 
A2yn + -& 
i=l 
Pi-,, ) 
Considering the asymptotic behavior of the sequence y, we see that the following three cases are 
possible 
(9 yn--‘aE (%lI, 
(ii) yn-+Q:>l, 
(iii) yn + 00, 
asn+oo. 
Suppose at first, that the sequences pi satisfy condition (13i). Let us observe that 
case (i), we have 
4n Yn-, 2 y:zpo-, 1 Y;? for n 2 c, 
where go0 = sup qn. 
Therefore, we obtain from (15) 
On the ground of (13i), we have t 
limsup C pb-,, YLw > 0, 
n+cm ( ) i=l 
while on the other hand A2yn -+ 0. The obtained contradiction completes the proof 
case (i). In the cases (ii), (iii), there exists nl 1 p + CT, such that yn-a >_ 1 for all n 2 nr. 
for n 4 nr, we obtain from (15) 
in the 
in the 
Thus, 
and similar reasoning leads us to the contradiction. The case (13i) is proved. Rewrite inequal- 
ity (15) in the form 
Similar reasoning as in the previous case allows us to get the above inequality from the following 
one 
for j 2 k, jj 2 k, (16) 
where 
a = yE_, k=p in the case (i) 
a = 1, k=nl+o in the cases (ii), (iii). 
Multiplying (16) by j, summing next from k to n and applying the method of summation by 
parts, we obtain 
n-1 
n&,+,+1 - k&h+k - c Ayj+o+l I -a k j 
j=k j=k 
, 
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from this and (13ii), we have 
nAY,+,+l - kAY,+k - ~n+o+l + yo+k+l 
E(nIW 
5 -a 1 jK($pjK) <-aKa[,(c)-.($)], 
j=E(k/K)+l 
where E(m) denotes the entire part of m. Dividing the last inequality by n, we get 
kAY,+k Yn+a+l 
AY,~.+,+I - n - - 
+ yn+k+l < _aKaE (2) - E (I&> 
___ n n - n (17) 
Notice that 
lim _~KaE (~-> - E ($> = __a~ 
T&-CC n 
Considering the cases (i) and (ii), we immediately obtain by (14) that all the terms on the left- 
hand side of (17) tend to 
terms. For the third term 
zero. .In the case (iii), the same holds with first, second, and fourth 
by the Stolz Theorem and again by (14), we obtain 
So in all the cases (i)-(iii), we obtain the contradiction 
0 5 -aa < 0. 
The case (13ii) is proven. To see that conditions (13iii) also gives us a contradiction, we proceed 
in a similar way as in the previous case. Now multiply inequality (16) by cpj, sum from k to n, 
and divide by (P,, to obtain 
A~n+o+l - 
cPkAYn+k - 
(Pn 
(18) 
Of course, lim,,, AY~+~+~ = 0 and lim n-+oo((PkAyYo+k)/(Pn = 0. To determine the limit at 
infinity the third term on the left-hand side, let us observe that Ayj > 0, A’pj > 0. Therefore, 
we have two possible cases 
n-l 
for any constant b, or 
In the first case, the considered term tends to zero. In the second case, again an application 
of the Stolz Theorem gives, by (14), the same limit. Therefore, in all cases (i)-(iii) the left-hand 
side of (18) tends to zero. In contrary to this, condition (13iii) follows 
and we conclude that our assumption on positivity of the solution z falls down in all cases (13). 1 
REMARK 5. As a sequence {cpn} defined in condition (13iii), we can take for example sequences 
. . . , {n3}, {n2}, {n}, {n’i2}, {n’j3}. . . , {In(n)}, {ln(ln(n))}, . . . , each of which gives in turn 
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a larger class of sequences p for which conditions (13iii) are satisfied. In fact, if we have two 
sequences {a,} and {pn}, such that cr, 5 /3, and A(&/cr,) 2 0 for sufficiently large n (say for 
n 2 m), then 
Hence, if condition (13iii) is satisfied with the bigger sequence ,B, then it also holds with the 
smaller one (Y. 
REMARK 6. Similar result for the inequality (12) can be expressed as follows: let pi : NT_,, --) R+ 
be such that one of the following conditions hold 
t 
limsupxpi > 0; 
7L’aJ i=l 
there exist K E N and a > 0, such that n 2 pk~ > a, 
i=l 
for all n E N7; 
there exists positive, increasing sequence {cpn}, such that lim (Pi = 00, 
?X-CU 
n t 
and limsup(l/cp,) C pj Cpi > 0, 
n-+m j=m i=l 
for m E N,. 
Let q : N, -+ I%+ be a bounded from above sequence of quotients of odd positive integers. Then, 
inequality (12) does not possess any solution which is eventually negative. 
REMARK 7. Condition (13i) is insufficient even in the stronger form, i.e., 
t 
lim Cpk =m 
71’00 
i=l 
for the statement of Theorem 2 to be satisfied in the case q is unbounded sequence. The following 
example confirms assertion of this remark. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the inequality 
n E %, (13) 
where 
n, for n odd 
4n = 
n + 1, for n even. 
It is evident that here lim,,, xi=, pi = lim,,, (2”f2/(3n)3) = cm. On the other hand, this 
inequality possesses positive solution xn = n/(2n + 1). 
Since every solution of (E) is the solution of (11) and (12), then as a consequence of Theorem 2 
and Remark 6, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. Let pi : NT_+ -+ R+ be such that one of the following conditions hold: 
lim SUP~+~ c:=, & > 0; 
there exist K E N and (Y > 0, such that n ~~=, piK 2 a for all n E NT; 
there exists positive, increasing sequence {cpn}, such that lim,,, (Pi = co 
and lim SUP,_~ (I/V,) Cj”=, ‘pj cf=, P; > 0 for m E NT. 
Let q : N, -+ R+ be a bounded from above sequence of quotients of odd positive integers. Then 
every solution of (E) is oscillatory. 
This work is motivated by the paper of Ladas, Philos and Sficas [2], where these authors 
considered the equation 
Ayn + P&-k = 0, (El) 
and where they have given sufficient conditions for all solutions of (El) to be oscillatory. 
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